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GENERAL INFORMATION
CONDITIONS OF SALE: The sale will be held subject to the Conditions of Sale
recommended for use at markets by the Livestock Auctioneers’ Association for
England and Wales.
INSURANCE: We recommend that all purchasers and vendors take Insurance to
cover their respective risk. Contact H&H Insurance Brokers for more information –
01228 406290 or email: info@hhib.co.uk
METHOD OF SALE: All payments are to be made in £ pounds sterling. Payment will
be due in full at the final bid in respect of the Lot sold plus all associated costs,
buyers premium, plus VAT (value added tax) if applicable.
Each Lot will be sold in pounds sterling (£) and a buyers’ premium of 5% (plus VAT)
will be added to the bid price
The following methods of payment are accepted:
I.
Debit card
II.
Business Credit card only but will incur a surcharge of 2%
III.
Direct bank transfer
IV. No Cash or Cheque
COMMISSIONS: The Auctioneers will dutifully execute commissions to purchase for
buyers upon receipt of written instructions.
REGISTRATIONS: All stock in the sale are registered with the Irish Moiled Cattle
Society.
SETTLEMENT OF STOCK: The Purchaser must be registered with H&H Ltd prior to
bidding (pre-registered) and pay for all Lot(s) purchased immediately at the close of
sale. No Lot or Lots shall be moved from the sale yard or the vendors holding until
payment has been received.
The liability will remain with the vendor until the purchaser receives the Lot(s), at
this point title of the goods will be transferred to them.
The movement/haulage of purchased animal(s) will be agreed between vendor and
purchaser. The purchaser will have 24 hours following delivery to satisfy the
soundness of the animal(s).
Any disputes from the sale of animals to be notified to the auctioneers within 24
hours of arrival along with a veterinary certificate to justify any faults.
FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDING THE SALE
PLEASE CONTACT THE SALES TEAM
Glyn Lucas: 07711 610255
Heather Pritchard: 0771 4761311
Sales Office: 01228 406200/406230

MAGNIFICENT MOILIES - FOREWORD
The Irish Moiled is one of Ireland’s most distinctive breeds of cattle native to
Ireland and more specifically they are the only surviving breed of domestic
livestock to Northern Ireland. A hornless (polled) breed which is also distinctive
with its red colouring, marked with a white line on the back. The name of the
breed comes from the Gaelic word ‘maol’ meaning hornless.
The cattle produce high quality meat that has a distinctive flavour and more
marbling compared to other beef breeds. They are a hardy breed that can be
outwintered due to being able to withstand the cold, wet harsh winters, being
of medium size and do not poach the ground. A very milky breed they produce
a lively calf at birth.
The Irish Moiled Cattle Society was formed in 1926 and reformed again in 1982
when there were less than 30 females left in the world. A breed that was so
close to extinction has made a comeback as people look to native breeds for
easy-care.
Irish Moiled cattle are very much in demand and are very often hard to source
due to their rarity. The RBST have listed the Irish Moiled breed as Category 4 ‘At
Risk’. Numbers of registrations are increasing year on year, the demand from
butchers and restaurants saw the Irish Moiled Society launch the Irish Moilie
Beef scheme in 2019. There is a subsidy headage payment on Irish Moiled
cattle in Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. Irish Moiled semen for
the first time was exported to Australia and New Zealand in 2020.
The ‘Magnificent Moilie’ sale, will make history for the Irish Moiled breed. This
is the first official online sale of Irish Moiled cattle which is open to buyers from
Great Britain, Northern Ireland, and the Republic of Ireland. There will be no
better way of selecting new bloodlines from some of the top Irish Moiled herds
in the breed, with 37 lots up for grabs in this Magnificent Moilie sale we wish to
take this opportunity to wish you all every success with both sales and
purchases.
Further information on the breed can be found on our website:
www.irishmoiledcattlesociety.com, Facebook, Instagram or by contacting our
Breed Secretary - Gillian Steele on 07842 185008 or
secretary@irishmoiledcattlesociety.com

List of Exhibitors
Lot Nos.
Boyd-Smyth Mrs T, 23 Tychanny Road, Ballygawley, BT70 2EB
(9)
Boyle Mr R S, 1 Masonic Avenue, Millisle, Co Down, BT22 2 BW
(4,7,18,19,20)
Edwards Mr N, Ballyreagh, Tempo, Co Fermanagh, BT94 3EH
(17)
Edwards Mr W, 69 Carn Road, Ballyreagh, Tempo, Co Fermanagh,
Northern Ireland, BT94 3AG

(23)

Hyland Mr S, Lisnolan, Manulla, Castlebar, Co Mayo, Republic of Ireland
(13,25)
McCloskey Mr & Mrs G, 40 Cam Road, Macosquin, Coleraine,
Co Londonderry, BT51 4PX

(2)

N & M Moilies , 118 Cullenramer Road, Dungannon, Co Tyrone,
BT70 1SF

(5,14,22)

O'Boyle Mr D, Lackenagh, Burtonport, Co Donegal, Republic of Ireland
(8)
O'Donnell Mr G, Rossigh Bay, Killadeas, Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh
(1,10)
O'Kane S & D, 12 Gortinure Road, Maghera, Co Londonderry,
BT46 5RB
O'Kane Mr B, 28 Lisnamanny Road, Martinstown, Ballymena,
Co Antrim, BT43 6QH
Smiley Mr S, 64 Glassdrummond Road, Ballynahinch, Co Down,
BT24 8TW
Steen Mr D J, Coxhill Farm, Old Carlisle Road, Moffat, Dumfriesshire,
DG10 9QN

(24)

(3,6,15,21)

(16)

(11,12)

Class 1 - Bull 2 Years and over
LOT 1 G O'Donnell Breeder : Mr N Edwards
CURRAGHNAKEELY SUPER DUPER 4316 (PP) (UK945299304251) born 12/04/2016
Sire : Donardgrange Super Star EX 91
gs: Derrynagarra Victor VG88 (3391 (PP))
(3813 (PP))
gd: Aughnakealie May VG85 (1798 (D))
Dam : Curraghnakeely Tansy 2 VG86
gs: Macmann Apple VG88 (2925 (PP))
(3546 (PP))
gd: Curraghnakeely Colleen (2591 (PP))
CURRAGHNAKEELY SUPER DUPER won Junior Breed Champion at Balmoral Show as
a yearling. Docility score of 1.

LOT 2 Mr & Mrs G McCloskey Breeder : Mr B O'Kane
RAVELGLEN CHRISTY 4644 (PP) (UK912031809641) 50/50, born 04/09/2016
Sire : Glenmaquin Blossom 4 EX93-2
gs: Glenmaquin 1st (2778 (PP))
(3392 (PP))
gd: Ardwell Blossom (2020 (D))
Dam : Ravelglen Annie May EX90
gs: Silverwood Arkle (1202 (D))
(2019 (PP))
gd: Lagan Irish Elegance (1678 (D))
RAVELGLEN CHRISTY is a well-balanced bull with good locomotion. 3 years of progeny
on the ground. Docility scale 1-2. Scrotal measurement 35cm.

LOT 3 B O'Kane
RAVELGLEN DAVOS 5156 (PP) (UK912031809932) 50/50, born 22/03/2019
Sire : Curraghnakeely Pokemon VG85
gs: Glassdrummond Victor EX92 (2931
(PP))
(4440 (PP))
gd: Curraghnakeely Pandora 4th EX90
(3806 (P
Dam : Braefield Madge VG85
gs: Tyrone Firecracker EX96-2 (3375 (PP))
(3753 (PP))
gd: Braefield Lin VG88 (2777 (PP))
RAVELGLEN DAVOS is a very well balances young bull. Fully halter trained with
excellent temperament. Between 1 and 2 on the docility scale. He has a number of
excellent classified animals in his back pedigree. Not overfed and ready for work. He has
excellent mobility with a great foot angle and great testicles (360mm diameter). This is a
fine example of the breed, full of breed character. Export eligible.

Class 2 - Bull 1-2 years
LOT 4 RS Boyle
BEECHMOUNT BIG MAC 5458 (PP) (UK933018210181) 50/50, born 27/10/2019
Sire : Tyrone Firecracker EX96-2
gs: Derrypark George (2745 (PP))
(3375 (PP))
gd: Meadow View Aoife (2912 (PP))
Dam : Knowehead Hazel VG86
gs: Curraghnakeely Simply The Best EX91
(322
(4741 (PP))
gd: Knowehead Jane VG86 (3085 (PP))
BEECHMOUNT BIG MAC is a long, growthy bull. Tyrone Firecracker EX96 (sire) was
Champion at Balmoral. Knowehead Hazel VG86 (dam) is a large growthy cow with a nice
temperament. He has a great top line and currently weighs 560kg with a scrotal
measurement of 360mm. Has tested negative for Johne’s, IBR and BVD and will be TB
tested a week prior to sale. Fully export eligible. Docility score 2.

LOT 5 N & M Moilies Breeder : Mr N Edwards
CURRAGHNAKEELY GYPSY KING 5474 (PP)
born 09/02/2020
Sire : Castledale Maurice 2 EX94
gs:
(4138 (PP))
gd:
Dam : Glassdrummond Cherry 58 EX95-2 gs:
(3252 (PP))
gd:
(2661 (PP

(UK945299305404) Typically Marked,
Castledale Patrick (1011 (D))
Castledale Janette EX95(2) (2113 (SP))
Dunbar Adam (2551 (PP))
Glassdrummond Cherry 41 EX93-2

CURRAGHNAKEELY GYPSY KING is a quiet young bull out of the highest (joint equal
with 1 other cow) classified cow in the breed - Glassdrummond Cherry 58 EX95, and by
one of the highest classified bulls - Castledale Maurice 2 EX94. The mother in the 3rd
generation of cows classified and is ranked 2nd overall in the highest ranked list. The
Gypsy King has height and stature with very correct conformation and locomotion. He has
a lovely quiet nature. Great dark red colour and typically marked. He is halter broke but
never has been shown due to Covid restrictions.
ADLWG to weaning = 1.1 kg per day. At 13 months weighed 475 kgs. Will be eligible for
export. Docility score 1. Vaccinated for BVD. Not vaccinated for IBR in case the new
owner wants to carry out semen collection. Will be TB tested just before the sale to make
eligible for export. Please enquire to vendor about possible transport arrangements that
can be put in place.

LOT 6 B O'Kane Breeder : Mr D & A Christie
KILMOYLE BRUNO 5460 (PP) (UK915186002372) born 22/02/2020
Sire : Ballylinney Tom - Boy
gs: Glassdrummond Tom 6 EX90 (3215
(PP))
(4497 (PP))
gd: Ballee Bluebell (3514 (PP))
Dam : Beauty Hill Clover
gs: Prestwood Hugh (3429 (PP))
(3844 (PP))
gd: Dunbar Destiny (2975 (PP))
KILMOYLE BRUNO is a fully halter trained, quiet bull with a great temperament. 1 on the
docility scale. He has great locomotion, great conformation, and testicles (320mm). Bruno
has two great bulls in his back pedigree, Hillview Tom and North Rew Spinel. Will make a
fantastic addition to any herd. Not over fed, in good working order. Export eligible.

LOT 7 RS Boyle
BEECHMOUNT THOR 5488 (PP) (UK933018210203) 50/50, born 10/03/2020
Sire : Tyrone Firecracker EX96-2
gs: Derrypark George (2745 (PP))
(3375 (PP))
gd: Meadow View Aoife (2912 (PP))
Dam : Milltown Pink Lady VG87
gs: Macmann Apple VG88 (2925 (PP))
(3776 (PP))
gd: Strawpark Balina G78 (2793 (PP))
BEECHMOUNT THOR is an exceptionally quiet and stylish bull. Tyrone Firecracker
EX96-2 (sire) and Milltown Pink Lady VG87 (dam) are both Balmoral Breed Champions.
Weighed 490kg at 12 months old with a scrotal measurement of 320mm. Has tested
negative for Johne’s, IBR and BVD and will be TB tested in the week prior to sale. Fully
export eligible. Docility score 2.

LOT 8 D O'Boyle
INIS FRAOIGH PATRICK 5632 (PP) (372217581580180) 50/50, born 17/03/2020
Sire : Dungallia Jack The Lad
gs: Curraghnakeely Palmer VG88 (3511
(PP))
(4695 (PP))
gd: Dungallia Maggie GP82 (3536 (PP))
Dam : Glassdrummond Tulip 17th
gs: Hillview Tom EX92 (2195 (PP))
(3269 (PP))
gd: Glassdrummond Tulip 9 (2605 (PP))
INIS FRAOIGH PATRICK was born on Rutland Island, Co Donegal.

LOT 9 Mrs T Boyd-Smyth
BELTANY EDDIE 5637 (PP) (UK958067412957) Typically Marked, born 20/03/2020
Sire : Ravelglen Rocky EX90
gs: Glenmaquin Blossom 4 EX93-2 (3392
(PP))
(4634 (PP))
gd: Ravelglen Aggie VG89 (2862 (PP))
Dam : Crosscavanagh Moybeth
gs: Dunbar Aaron (2511 (PP))
(2808 (SP))
gd: Aughnakealie Moybeth (GRA134)

LOT 10 G O'Donnell
ROSSIGH DOMINATOR 5475 (PP) (UK947263900532) born 07/04/2020
Sire : Curraghnakeely Super Duper
gs: Donardgrange Super Star EX 91 (3813
(PP)
(4316 (PP))
gd: Curraghnakeely Tansy 2 VG86 (3546
(PP))
Dam : Rossigh Lil
gs: Aughnakealie Herbie (2213 (PP))
(2844 (PP))
gd: Neadon Lilly (1999 (PP))
CURRAGHNAKEELY SUPER DUPER (sire) won Junior Breed Champion at Balmoral
Show as a yearling. Rossigh Lil (dam) is in her 14 th year, back in calf and still going
strong. Docility score of 2.

Class 3 – Junior Bulls
LOT 11 DJ Steen
BALLYLINNEY SUPERMAN 5518 (PP) (UK582059201909) born 06/05/2020
Sire : Menaghbell Major
gs: Prestwood Major (1840 (PP))
(4761 (PP))
gd: Dilhorne Gala (3922 (PP))
Dam : Ballylinney Foxglove 1519 VG88
gs: Glassdrummond Tom 10 EX93 (3349
(PP))
(4068 (PP))
gd: Curraghnakeely Foxglove EX92 (3164
(PP))
BALLYLINNEY SUPERMAN is one of the best bulls the herd has bred. He has a DLWG
of 1.4kg/day. Birth to 200 day weaning is the best ever recorded within the breed. He
currently weighs 460kg He is very quiet, fully halter broken and ready to show. Docility
score of 2. Will be semen tested, TB tested and delivery can be arranged to any part of
the UK or Ireland. High health status, Johne’s risk level 1 and BVD accredited free. BVD &
Lepto vaccinated.

LOT 12 DJ Steen
BALLYLINNEY HARVEY 1913 5633 (PP)
Sire : Menaghbell Major
(4761 (PP))
Dam : Ballylinney Harriet 4th EX90
(PP))
(3778 (PP))

(UK582059601913) born 14/05/2020
gs: Prestwood Major (1840 (PP))
gd: Dilhorne Gala (3922 (PP))
gs: Glassdrummond Tom 10 EX93 (3349
gd: Dilhorne Harriet EX93 (2336 (SP))

BALLYLINNEY HARVEY is a well marked really thick bull out of one of the best cows in
the herd. Harvey has three generations of classified excellent in his breeding. He currently
weighs 430kg. He is fully halter trained, very quiet, ready to show or work. Docility score
of 2. Will be semen tested, TB tested and delivery can be arranged to any part of the UK
or Ireland. High health status, Johne’s risk level 1 and BVD accredited free. BVD, Lepto &
IBR marker vaccinated.

LOT 13 S Hyland
LISNOLAN CROAGHAUN MOUNTAIN 5636 (PP) (372225188190114) born
01/06/2020
Sire : Macmann Bullagh Bos
gs: Yarningale Patrick VG85 (2519 (PP))
(3426 (PP))
gd: Hadingham Starlight (2688 (PP))
Dam : Island View Clare
gs: Kiltotan Billy (3018 (PP))
(4679 (PP))
gd: Aildavour Mary (3493 (PP))
LISNOLAN CROAGHAUN MOUNTAIN is one of the best bulls the herd has ever
produced. He is a well-balanced, young powerful bull with a super topline and a deep red
colour on hoof and hair and is as quiet as a lamb. Island View Clare (dam) is a square
cow with loads of milk. Macmann Bullagh Bos (sire) is the famous AI bull. Mountain will
make a super stock bull. His scrotal measurement is 30cm. He is export eligible and from
a TB free herd.

LOT 14 N & M Moilies Breeder : Mr & Mrs C Kelly
DERRYNAGARRA GALAHAD 5563 (PP) (372225437960055) Typically Marked, born
07/06/2020
Sire : Woodbine Arthur EX90
gs: Tully Jack EX92-2 (3345 (PP))
(4402 (PP))
gd: Belgrove Fay EX90 (3477 (PP))
Dam : Derrynagarra Honey EX90
gs: Glassdrummond Iceberg (2380 (PP))
(3007 (PP))
gd: Springfield Sweetheart (2023 (D))
DERRYNAGARRA GALAHAD is a flashy young bull with lots of shape length and quality.
He is by a prize-winning line of bulls. He exhibits all the traits of an ideal modern Irish
Moiled sire. ADLWG to weaning of 1kg per day. Halter broken but never shown. Docility
score of 3. Will be TB tested just before sale to make eligible for export. Please enquire to
vendor about possible transport arrangements that can be put in place.

LOT 15 B O'Kane Breeder : Mr A McAuley
BALLYKNOCK THUNDERBOLT 5635 (PP) (UK933296900105) born 09/06/2020
Sire : Burren Pearl's Son EX90
gs: Knowehead Reuben VG88 (3609 (PP))
(4565 (PP))
gd: Pennielea Pearl EX91 (1807 (PP))
Dam : Ardcroagh Rose EX93
gs: Castledale Benjamin (1421 (D))
(3235 (PP))
gd: Castledale Katy (2377 (SP))
BALLYKNOCK THUNDERBOLT is an exceptional young bull full of breed character and
style. Has had fantastic weight gain and is above average height. Locomotion, foot angle
and testicles (310mm) all excellent. This young bull would make a fantastic show bull as
he holds and shows himself very well. Temperament 1 – 2 on docility scale, fully halter
trained. His basic pedigree is full of high scoring animals with his dam being one of the top
scoring cows in the herd. Export eligible.

LOT 16 S Smiley
GLASSDRUMMOND FIONN PRINCE 5594 (PP) (UK939051924743) born 19/08/2020
Sire : Ballylinney Harry 1628 EX92
gs: Glassdrummond Tom 10 EX93 (3349
(PP))
(4492 (PP))
gd: Ballylinney Harriet VG85 (3158 (PP))
Dam : Glassdrummond Cherry 97
gs: Castledale Ollie (3574 (PP))
(4328 (PP))
gd: Glassdrummond Cherry 41 EX93-2
(2661 (PP
GLASSDRUMMOND FIONN PRINCE is a mainly white bull with red ears bred from the
Cherry line. He has good conformation and a 200 day weight of over 250kg. Quite rare
colour within the breed but has occurred in high cattle since ancient times. As well as
pedigree breeding could be useful in crossing with black females. On his sire’s side there
are three successive generations of excellent bulls. Glassdrummond Cherry 97 (dam) has
not been classified but her dam was classified EX93(2). Will be tested for export on
10/04/21

Class 4 - In-Calf Cows & Heifers
LOT 17 N Edwards
CURRAGHNAKEELY DAISY 0450 4525 (PP) (UK945299304505) Typically Marked,
born 08/03/2017
Sire : Ballylinney Lochlan 4th EX91
gs: Neadon Lochlan (2095* (PP))
(3919 (PP))
gd: Templeson Philippa EX90 (2994 (PP))
Dam : Glassdrummond Daisy 14 EX90
gs: Dunbar Adam (2551 (PP))
(3355 (PP))
gd: Glassdrummond Daisy 3rd (2079 (D))
Service Details: Ran from 27/03/21 to sale day with CURRAGHNAKEELY DANDY 0505
5272 (PP).
Sells with her Steer Calf at Foot
CURRAGHNAKEELY BEEF MASTER BN5020 UK945299305721
Born 05/02/2021
Sire: Derrynagarra Clarence
CURRAGHNAKEELY DAISY is an incredibly quiet halter broke cow which has been
shown and has won a breed championship at Castlewellan show 2018. Also won the
IMCS photographic competition in 2018 as a yearling. Typically marked, medium framed,
structurally very sound with excellent udder construction and teats. A very fertile female
and a great mother. Born in March 2017 she is now rearing her third calf. The Daisy line
extends back on the maternal side to the original full bred cow lines of the famous
Glenbrook herd. This cow reared an exceptional daughter last year, allowing for the sale
of this cow, the daughter carrying on this line in the herd.
Docility score 1. Vaccinated for BVD, Lepto and IBR. Will be TB tested just before the sale
to make eligible for export. Please enquire of owner about possible transport
arrangements that can be put in place.

LOT 18 RS Boyle Breeder : Mr J McElroy
TRORY CLEMANTINE 5354 (PP) (UK945319800177) born 09/06/2019
Sire : Castle Coole Nero
gs: Curraghnakeely Samson (2824 (PP))
(4872 (PP))
gd: Clandeboye Liz VG88 (2606 (PP))
Dam : Curraghnakeely Clematis VG89
gs: Castledale Luke (2576 (PP))
(3050 (PP))
gd: Curraghnakeely Breeda (2270 (PP))
TRORY CLEMANTINE is a very quiet, fine boned heifer, nicely marked with potential to
be a great cow maker. Docility score 2. Has tested negative for Johne’s, IBR and BVD
and will be TB tested in the week prior to sale. This heifer has a few small spots of
ringworm which have been treated with Bovilis Ringvac and Imaverol Emulsion and is
clearing up nicely.

LOT 19 RS Boyle Breeder : Mr J McElroy
TRORY PERDITA 5593 (PP) (UK945319800192) born 10/06/2019
Sire : Castle Coole Nero
gs: Curraghnakeely Samson (2824 (PP))
(4872 (PP))
gd: Clandeboye Liz VG88 (2606 (PP))
Dam : Curraghnakeely Pandora 0410
gs: Glassdrummond Victor EX92 (2931
(PP))
(4251 (PP))
gd: Curraghnakeely Pandora 5th (3805
(PP))
TRORY PERDITA is a very quiet, well made, young heifer with a great top line. She has
the potential to go on to be a great cow maker. Docility score 2. Has tested negative for
Johne’s, IBR and BVD and will be TB tested in the week prior to sale. This heifer has a
few small spots of ringworm which have been treated with Bovilis Ringvac and Imaverol
Emulsion and is clearing up nicely.

LOT 20 RS Boyle Breeder : Mr J McElroy
TRORY BLUEBELL 5353 (PP) (UK945319800247) born 14/06/2019
Sire : Castle Coole Nero
gs: Curraghnakeely Samson (2824 (PP))
(4872 (PP))
gd: Clandeboye Liz VG88 (2606 (PP))
Dam : Glassdrummond Bluebell 51 VG86 gs: Hillview Tom EX92 (2195 (PP))
(3281 (PP))
gd: Glassdrummond Bluebell 41 (2655
(PP))
TRORY BLUEBELL is an exceptionally smart looking well marked heifer with a great
topline. She has the potential to be a great cow maker. Docility score 2. Has tested
negative for Johne’s, IBR and BVD and will be TB tested in the week prior to sale. This
heifer has a few small spots of ringworm which have been treated with Bovilis Ringvac
and Imaverol Emulsion and is clearing up nicely.

Class 5 - Maiden Heifers
LOT 21 B O'Kane
RAVELGLEN MAISIE 5397 (PP) (UK912031810002) 50/50, born 11/01/2020
Sire : Dungallia Taurus
gs: Curraghnakeely Palmer VG88 (3511
(PP))
(4775 (PP))
gd: Dungallia Maggie GP82 (3536 (PP))
Dam : Ravelglen Lizzie VG87
gs: Glenmaquin Blossom 4 EX93-2 (3392
(PP))
(4446 (PP))
gd: Ravelglen Kate EX91 (3233 (PP))
RAVELGLEN MAISIE is a fine well balanced heifer. Has been fully halter broken with
excellent temperament - between 1 and 2 on the docility scale. She has excellent
locomotion with good conformation, great legs and udder shape. Maisie has an excellent
back pedigree with a large number of classified excellent animals. Would make a good
show heifer. Will be ready to go to the bull after sale.

LOT 22 N & M Moilies Breeder : Mr N Edwards
CURRAGHNAKEELY BLUEBELL 0542 5561 (PP) (UK945299305426) Typically
Marked, born 21/02/2020
Sire : Gortnatiobratan Beirti EX90
gs: Gortluchra Shamey-Boy (3704 (PP))
(4785 (PP))
gd: Gortnatiobratan Noinin 2 (3238 (PP))
Dam : Curraghnakeely Bluebell 0482
gs: Latton Shun (4481 (PP))
(4891 (PP))
gd: Curraghnakeely Bluebell 1st EX92
(3501 (
CURRAGHNAKEELY BLUEBELL is halter broken but has never been shown due to
Covid restrictions. Little work was done to have this heifer leading to a relatively high
standard on the halter. Naturally quiet. Docility score 1. This heifer has the potential to
become a real cow maker and the potential to win shows. She has length, power, style
and very correct with good locomotion.
Vaccinated for BVD, Lepto and IBR. Will be TB tested just before the sale to make eligible
for export. Please enquire of owner about possible transport arrangements that can be put
in place.

LOT 23 W Edwards
BALLYREAGH LILY 6737 5555 (PP) (UK945006367376) Typically Marked, born
09/03/2020
Sire : Gortnatiobratan Beirti EX90
gs: Gortluchra Shamey-Boy (3704 (PP))
(4785 (PP))
gd: Gortnatiobratan Noinin 2 (3238 (PP))
Dam : Ballyreagh Lily 6708
gs: Glassdrummond Oak 2 (4152 (PP))
(4887 (PP))
gd: Curraghnakeely Lily 1st EX90 (3518
(PP))
CURRAGHNAKEELY LILY 1st EX90 (maternal gdam) is the 3rd generation of EX
classified cows, ranked 5th overall on the highest ranked list. Ballyreagh Lily 6708 (dam)
is a young 2nd calver, 3yr old cow with the potential of being classified EX as a more
mature cow. Docility score 2. Quiet halter broken heifer. This lovely typically marked
heifer comes from the legendary Lily cow family that has bred many greats. This heifer
has great shape, length, and oozes quality. She is from a very fertile, functional cow
family which all have sound structure and udder quality.
Vaccinated for BVD, Lepto and IBR. Will be TB tested just before the sale to make eligible
for export. Please enquire of owner about possible transport arrangements that can be put
in place.

Class 6 – Junior Heifers
LOT 24 S & D O'Kane
RATHCARN RHONA 5621 (PP) (UK956461800266) Mainly White, born 01/05/2020
Sire : Fairy Glen Padraig
gs: Glassdrummond Tom EX94 (3093
(PP))
(5342 (PP))
gd: Latton Runner (3977 (PP))
Dam : Carn Tochair Sceach Gheal
gs: Atlantic Champion (3241 (PP))
(4472 (PP))
gd: Mullaghcarton Crocus (GRA256 (PP))
RATHCARN RHONA is a year-old heifer of good conformation and growth. Carn Tochair
Sceach Gheal (dam) is one of the herd’s top breeding cows whose first calf is now part of
our breeding stock. Fairy Glen Padraig (sire) is the herd’s stock bull hence reluctant sale
of this heifer. Docility 1-2, good natured and quiet. Export can be arranged.

LOT 25 S Hyland
LISNOLAN MARY LOU 5578 (PP) (372225188150119) born 28/06/2020
Sire : Aughnakealie Jammy
gs: Glenfield Joseph (1211 (D))
(1941 (PP))
gd: Swanthorpe Cherry (1493 (D))
Dam : Mullaghcarton Miss Marple
gs: Glassdrummond Prince (2199 (PP))
(4189 (PP))
gd: Cultra Posie (2124 (SP))
LISNOLAN MARY LOU is a super example of the breed and is a natural, easy fleshed
heifer with a beautiful head. She has, like her dam, all the colour you could ask for in a
Moillie and is as quiet as a lamb. She has all the qualities of her sire AI bull Aughnakealie
Jammy. She is export eligible and is from a TB free herd. She is scanned suitable for
breeding.

AUCTIONEER’S TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE
(Incorporating the Auctioneer’s Terms and Conditions)
6.The bidding will take place in pre-set increments, the highest bid at the close of
the auction will secure the lot, subject to vendors reserve being achieved and is
seen to be binding.
7.The Purchaser must be registered with H&H Ltd prior to bidding (preregistered) and pay for all Lot(s) purchased immediately at the close of sale. No
Lot or Lots shall be moved from the vendors holding until payment has been
received. The liability will remain with the vendor until the purchaser receives the
lot(s), at this point title of the goods will be transferred to them.
8. All payments are to be made in £ pounds sterling. Payment will be due in
full at the final bid in respect of the lot sold plus all associated costs,
buyers premium, Including VAT (value added tax) if applicable.
Each Lot will be sold in pounds sterling (£) and a buyers’ premium of 5% (plus
VAT) will be added to the bid price
The following methods of payment are accepted
I. Debit card
II. Business Credit card only but will incur a surcharge of 2%
III. Direct bank transfer
IV. No Cash or Cheque
9. All statements in the catalogue at the time of sale along with the correct
identification of the animals are the entire responsibility of the Vendors. The
Auctioneers take no personal responsibility for the correctness of such
statements or identities.
10. All statements in the catalogue relating to any veterinary or other tests are to
be taken as statements of fact only. No such statements shall guarantee the
purchaser of any animal against loss arising from the subsequent reaction of
such animal to any test administered after the sale and the Vendors shall not be
liable in any way should this occur.
11. The sale is held subject to the Conditions of Sale for the Livestock
Auctioneers’ Association for England and Wales.
12. No undertaking by the Auctioneers or their servants to take charge of any Lot
or Lots after the sale or to forward them to their destination shall be held to
impose upon the Auctioneers any legal obligation or vitiate any of these
Conditions.
13. In as much as the Auctioneers act as agents for a disclosed principal they
shall not be considered personally responsible for any default on the part of
either purchasers or vendors and the remedy shall be against them only and not
against the Auctioneers.

